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Inspired by

Glute Massage: Aimed at the buttock and thigh to
effectively massage to aid body in relaxation.

In shoulder massage and acupressure point detection process(manual device
screen displays shoulder position adjust icon. Key shoulder position can adjust
the position of shoulder), 12 automatic massage function keys (comfortable
massage, easy traction massage,massage neck, back, waist massage, whole body
massage, protecting vertebral massage, fatigue recovery, relaxes the muscles and
stimulate blood circulation, buttock, sleep, full pressure) in any key and enter the
massage function (skip step 5).

⑤、Select the massage function, massage.
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Press button to turn the foot roller massage
on/off. There are three levels of intensity weak,
medium, and strong which can be adjusted to
close the four states of cycle switching.

Press key , the backrest frame will slowly rise and
the calf frame will slowly go down , a "beep " will be
heard when it reaches the top

Press key , the backrest frame will slowly go down, and
the calf frame will slowly go up, a "beep" will be heard
when it reaches the end.

Press key, the calf frame will slowly rise, a "beep" will be
issued to indicate the end. Release the key to stop
adjusting.

Press key, to lower the calf frame slowly, a "beep" will be
issued to indicate the end. Release the key to stop
adjusting

Press the button every time to switch the automatic
lying mode. There are three modes in total.

Press to add 5 minutes . Time adjustment can
not exceed 30mins , if more than 30 mins it
will return to the minimum time value.



to stop

to stop.

to move the

To move to a down position
it will stop once the button is released.
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your settings



You can decide whether to use the head cushion(recommend).

Please p on
The object placed between the wood

and chair should serve as protection to the floor.

Method of Usage




